SECURITY ALERT

Suspicious Activity
Persons, vehicles or drones acting suspiciously on the
port
NOTE FOR ALL ABP TENANTS & CUSTOMERS
All ABP staff have today been issued with a security alert regarding the reporting of
suspicious activity. If you see any of the following types of activity you MUST report
it immediately using your own established reporting process.
 Persons taking photographs of unusual things i.e. fences and barriers, doors
into buildings, CCTV systems or other security arrangements
 Persons asking questions about security arrangements or the timings of
operations, deliveries and critical aspects of your business
 Persons making drawings/sketches of your operations or particular
arrangements
 Vehicles driving around acting suspiciously, not seeming to have a destination
but just driving around observing your
 A drone flying over or close to your terminal/operation or a person you believe
is operating a drone
 Anything you consider to be out of the ordinary that you feel poses a serious
threat to the port or which leaves you feeling worried or concerned.
These activities need not be limited to ‘on the port’, you should consider that hostile
reconnaissance, or attack planning, will often be conducted from a safe distance
outside the perimeter.
As tenants and customers you will have your own internal processes for reporting
breaches of security and suspicious activity. With regards to the above examples,
until further notice we would ask that you include in those processes a call to our
Head of Security, Martin Clark, on 07718 600830.
Try to gather as much information as you can before reporting such as a description
of the individual, description and full registration number of any suspicious vehicles
and a description if possible of the type of drone i.e. size and number of blades
(helicopter-style or quad-copter style).
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Contact the Head of Security for further information.

